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Le to right: The artists who run CTRL+SHFT; Anyka Barber of Betti Ono Gallery; and the artists of R\SF.

Do artists make better gallerists? In Artsy’s ongoing series exploring
artist-run galleries around the world, we turn our focus to the Bay Area.
Across San Francisco and the East Bay, in spite of dwindling aﬀordable
real estate, through inspired and dogged determination, artists and
gallerists continue to carve out art spaces for experimentation and risk.
We caught up with leaders at 10 artist-run spaces—expanding our focus
to also include non-commercial organizations and a few of the region’s
artist-centered cornerstones—to nd out how they make it happen.
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Aggregate Space Gallery
S.D. Willis and Conrad Meyers
801 W. Grand Ave., Oakland

S.D. Willis and Conrad Meyers. Photo courtesy of Aggregate Space
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e economy tanked just as S.D. Willis and Conrad Meyers graduated
from San Francisco Art Institute’s MFA program in 2008. “With that
crash, we also lost a lot of experimental spaces,” the pair explains. ey
launched Aggregate Space Gallery (ASG) in 2011 as a “platform for the
community,” which would “directly support artists living and working
in the Bay Area,” with a particular focus on video and sculpture by
emerging artists. Willis and Meyers found that their own artistic
practices and the aims of the gallery came to align very quickly.
“Helping other artists make incredible work became more satisfying
than each of us chasing down our own individual practice,” the
founders explain. To fund exhibitions, they hustled to nd well-paying
day jobs. ASG became a nonpro t in 2015 in order to better serve the
gallery’s mission.
ASG continues to focus on artists who work in video, installation, and
performance in order to “support projects that couldn’t be seen
anywhere else.” e Oakland gallery hosts eight exhibitions per year,
largely solo shows, as well as a “Video Open Call” exhibition in January
and a solo opportunity for an MFA student, culled from MFA thesis
exhibitions across the Bay Area. Upcoming exhibitions include a video
installation by SEEC Photography—a collaboration between an artist
and two physicists whose videos are “captured with a special highfrequency camera that allows us to see light at the speed of light.”
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